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To attain industry leader recognition for quality, cost 
effective and timely steel supply for Fabrication throughout 
Australia and beyond.

Touchstone Principles:

›  Devoted to Quality; in both product supply and how we 
function

›  Solution Focussed; through consummate collaboration 
and relationship development

›   Driven to Excellence; through continuous improvement 
in all areas of how we function and operate

›   Stakeholder Awareness; recognition and respect of all 
stakeholders at every level

›   Resolute Standards; through our core practices being 
centred around integrity, fairness, loyalty and honour.

VISION 
AND VALUES
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PROFILE
XXL CONSTRUCTIONS Pty Ltd key to success is its single point-of-contact 
[SPOC] service offering, which ensures a supremely efficient process through 
the effective utilisation of the vertically aligned in-house integrated Supply 
and Design businesses within the XXL GROUP of companies. Streamlining 
the varying works elements through the XXL companion services enables 
XXL CONSTRUCTIONS Pty Ltd to provide its clients with the most efficient 
and cost-effective build possible.

The Directors and Management team of this privately owned family group of 
businesses have worked tirelessly over the years to develop a well-earned 
reputation as a quality focused, reliable, and affordable provider.  With 
almost 100 years of collective construction related experience between 
them, the team is highly adept at evaluating and finding efficiency in design, 
delivery and build for any size or scope project. XXL GROUP offers: Design, 
Concepts, Engineering, Workshop Detailing, Steel Fabrication, Logistics 
Management, Project Management, and Construction works.

CONTACT DETAILS
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XXL STEEL
Suite 3, 904 Stanley St
East Brisbane QLD 4169

Postal Address
PO Box 567
Carina QLD 4152

P: 1300 995 743
E: sales@xxlsteel.com.au
W: www.xxlsteel.com.au

ABN: 89 167 054 560
ACN: 167 054 560
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XXL STEEL operates under a comprehensive 
Quality Management System. All our systems 
and processes meet or exceed the AS/NZS 
5131:2016 and ISO 9001:2015 ensuring our 
clients can have the utmost confidence that 
XXL STEEL stands behind its product.  The 
systems include a high level of documentation, 
traceability and transparency including:

› Document control

› Management and Revision of Variations

› Procurement

› Material receipts

› Fabrication 

› Weld Testing

›  Comprehensive Material Testing (Mechanical 
and Chemical) by NATA endorsed 3rd party

› Protective coatings

› Logistics

› Site preparation

› Site completion

QUALITY



SUPPLY 
PARTNERS
XXL STEEL places a strong emphasis on 
working with its supply partners to build a 
robust end-to-end solution for its clients. By 
recognising the points that are critical to its 
upstream suppliers as well as its customers, 
it streamlines all processes to guarantee 
expected outcomes are met. 

XXL STEEL invests heavily in the selection, 
development and preservation of the solid 
working relationships it has with its preferred 
supply partners.  Thereby ensuring it can 
unreservedly commit to guarantee the 
provision of affordable quality materials, 
delivered within projected timeframes.
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XXL STEEL has an experienced established in-house team to provide a high 
quality workshop detailing service, utilising advanced 3D modelling software 
(Tekla Structure). With customised reports, assembly drawings, single part 
drawings and 3D erection drawings that are all linked to the 3D modelling, 
all documentation is integrated and accurately assists with fabrication and 
erection.

For projects that are joining onto existing structures or extensions we utilise 
laser scanning technology to enable fast, reliable and safe site-measurement 
data to further ensure drafting accuracy.

WORKSHOP 
DETAILING



FABRICATION
XXL STEEL manages its steel fabrication and supply process through its dedicated 
offshore fabrication partner. This contractually exclusive relationship assures XXL 
STEEL is able to provide materials at a capacity that’s unrivalled locally, in Australia 
with a manufacturing facility capacity of 100,000 tonne of steel per year.

XXL STEEL ALLIANCE 
PARTNER DIFFERENTIATORS:

›  4 x Point Welding machines 

›  4 x Single arm submerged arc 
welding machines 

›  8 x Gantry submerged arc welding 
machines

› 8 x Flame cutting machines

› 4 x Plasma cutting machines

› 10 x Hydraulic gate sheers

› 8 x Open tilting presses

›  6 x CNC Gantry mobile drilling 
machines

›  8 Welded Beam flange straightening 
machines 

› 10 x Hydraulic gate shears

› 24 x overhead cranes in the factory

›  Quality adherence to AS/NZS 
5131:2016.

›  Staff 1260 including all factory, 
technical, engineering and logistics 
staff
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XXL STEEL offers a complete corrosion protection 
service that complies with all recognised site-
specific corrosion category requirements familiar 
across most industries. 

These include:

› Prime coatings

› Two/Three Coatings epoxy systems

› Hot Dip Galvanising

PROTECTIVE 
COATINGS
XXL STEEL offers a complete corrosion protection 
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across most industries. 
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PROTECTIVE 
COATINGS
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XXL STEEL has the experience, knowledge, and capability to manage the logistical challenge of any size project. Our off-shore fabrication facility 
enables not only a cost-effective alternative supply solution but also avoids the disadvantages of having to freight product from one fixed manufacturing 
location cross-country. XXL STEEL is capable of shipping materials direct to any major port in Australia, allowing for the fast and efficient dispersal of 
materials from major transport hubs to wherever our client’s Project is situated within the Oceanic region.

LOGISTICS


